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The COVID-19 pandemic undoubtedly has affected and will continue to affect landlords’
responsibilities in commercial real estate. Every landlord will have varying obligations pursuant to their
specific leases and depending on the nature of their buildings, while still having the obligation to follow
principles under the Civil Code of Quebec (the “Civil Code”). Considering the current circumstances, it is
a matter of common sense that landlords need to adapt and adopt measures to ensure the proper management
of their buildings and proper security measures from a sanitary point of view. However, beyond common
sense, landlords also have basic legal obligations to consider when it comes to applying sanitary measures.
Relevant Provisions
Some leases have provisions directly addressing the landlord’s obligation to ensure the property in
question is maintained in good order and condition which extends to providing a safe and secure
environment for its tenants and occupants. For example, many commercial leases include an obligation for
the landlord to maintain the property in a “first class condition” such as, by way of example, the following
clause:
“During the Term and any extension thereof, the Landlord shall repair and maintain
the Property in a first-class condition and in accordance with all applicable Laws as
would a prudent owner of a similar building having regard to size, age and
location.”
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To understand the nature and degree of the landlord’s obligations, it is very important to review and
always rely on the specific provisions of the leases in place which often may derogate and take precedence
over provisions of the Civil Code provided these provisions of the Civil Code are not of public order.

Civil Code of Quebec
In Quebec, the Civil Code applies to commercial leases in a supplementary manner where the lease
is silent on certain obligations. The landlord will always have the obligation of undertaking measures to
keep and maintain the safety of a building which is applicable during a pandemic. It is most important to
keep this in mind as the lease itself may not cover all angles of the landlord’s obligations and this is where
the articles of the Civil Code will find application. For example, article 1854 of the Civil Code is very
relevant in the current situation as it requires the landlord to provide “…the peaceful enjoyment of the
property during the term of the lease”1.
Alongside the peaceful enjoyment of the property, there is an implied obligation of security
prescribed by article 1854 of the Civil Code as confirmed incidentally by the Quebec Court of Appeal in
2013 in their ruling in the matter of 4381882 Canada inc. c. Riocan Holdings (Québec) inc.2.
While in many cases commercial leases provide that the landlord is not responsible for injury which
was not caused by the landlord or those for whom it is responsible at law, which conceivably could extend
to COVID-19, the landlord may be liable if it does not take appropriate security and sanitary measures to
fulfill its obligation to provide peaceful enjoyment which, as stated above, includes an underlying security
obligation for the landlord3. Should landlords not take appropriate security and sanitary measures in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, they may expose themselves to claims which could possibly be denied
by its insurers as a result of having been negligent in not implementing appropriate measures in the
circumstances.
While it is still too early to establish a definitive list of measures to be taken in the midst of the
progressive reopening measures being announced for Quebec which is still quite affected by the current
COVID-19 pandemic, landlords must take no chances and must be proactive in taking all appropriate
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measures they consider essential and follow recommendations issued by the public authorities as well as
consider other recommendations from the real estate industry to ensure the security of tenants and occupants
of its buildings. Circumstances surrounding the current pandemic themselves dictate a necessity of change,
and this, especially to avoid outbreaks of the virus in the landlord’s building causing consequences and
repercussions the extent of which could be extensive from both a health and safety perspective as well as a
business perspective.

BOMA Applicable Measures
Once again, measures to be taken by the landlords depend on the nature of the buildings in question
and circumstances of every lease. The following examples proposed by BOMA illustrate a series of
measures that could be enforced by the landlords for various types of properties (see BOMA Canada’s
Pathway Back To Work4 for complete version):
• Elevators: limitation of number of passengers, adopt measures for elevators to ensure
distancing and minimize possible spread of virus, hand sanitizer stations, having a
security concierge who controls traffic in elevators;
• Lobby Control and People Management: rearrange seating areas and lobbies in order to
respect social distancing, hand sanitizer, plexiglass for the concierge, disinfection of
door handles frequently;
• Washrooms: having automatic soap distributers, optimise cleaning and ensure that
cleaning crews have adequate training, installing a system to open doors automatically
or keeping doors open if possible, putting some urinals out of order to maintain social
distancing;
• Food Courts: hand sanitizer, encourage take-out, arrange tables and chairs to maintain
social distancing.
• Parking Lots: preparing for an increase traffic in both vehicle and bicycle transportation
as people will be more reluctant to take public transit, hand sanitizer, minimizing touch
points
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• Deliveries: having specific routing instructions to minimize contact between people,
implementing of a schedule for pickups.
While these measures are clearly not exhaustive, they illustrate the fact that habits and behaviours
will undoubtedly change with the reopening of commercial real estate. From a practical point of view, it is
best to keep all tenants and occupants regularly informed of the implemented measures and how they apply
to ensure everyone is aware and knows how to comply.
Conclusion
While common sense leads to a change in landlords’ sanitary responsibilities upon the reopening
of commercial properties, it is most important not to forget that landlords also have various legal obligations
whether contractually pursuant to their leases or pursuant to the Civil Code. While business is certainly of
primary concern, maintaining a secure and healthy environment and workplace should remain a priority as
it will be beneficial to all parties involved from both a human and contractual standpoint.
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DISCLAIMER: This newsletter is intended to convey general information about legal issues related to the
COVID 19 pandemic in connection with commercial real estate as of the indicated date. It does not constitute
legal advice and must not be treated or relied on as such.
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